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QUESTION 1

Which piece of information is captured as part of the Patch Impact Analysis of a particular patch? 

A. prerequisite patches that can be merged and applied 

B. objects that would be rendered invalid after applying the patch 

C. objects that would be dropped from the database during patch application 

D. prerequisite patches required by the patch along with the readme of each patch 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

John and Peter are working for the same project and handling the same environment called TEST. John receives a
request to apply a big patch on the TEST environment. He stops all services and starts applying this patch. At the time
when d-portion of the patch is going on, Peter gets a request to recompile all forms of the GL schema. Peter is not
aware that John is applying the patch, so he starts adadmin in the other session. What will happen in this case? 

A. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, the adpatch session gets killed. 

B. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, both adpatch and adadmin sessions get killed. 

C. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, he gets the error You must be in Maintenance Mode to run adadmin. 

D. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, he gets the error "You dont have permissions to execute adadmin as adpatch is
running." 

E. As soon as Peter executes adadmin and passes all relevant parameters required by adadmin to generate all GL
forms, adpatch will run as it was running and adadmin will indicate that "the FND_INSTALL_PROCESSES table created
by AutoPatch already exists." 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are correct about multi-node cloning using Rapid Clone (adcfgclone.pl) for Oracle Applications
R12? (Choose two.) 

A. Rapid Clone cannot be used for cloning if the source system is using a shared file system. 

B. Post clone must be run first on the application tier node and then on the database node. 

C. Rapid Clone can be used where the source system or the target system is a multi-node system. 

D. Rapid Clone cannot be used for cloning if the source is using Parallel Concurrent Processing (PCP). 

E. One copy of the applications node files must be copied to the target system, regardless of whether a shared file
system is being used on the source or the target system. 
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Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

You were applying an Oracle Receivables patch to your Oracle Applications system. The patch failed. Now you want to
revert to the older version of the files under the product AR using the backup copy, which AutoPatch creates, before
making any changes to the existing files. Where would you find these files? 

A. $AR_TOP/backup/ 

B. $AD_TOP/backup/ar/ 

C. /backup/ar/ 

D. /backup///ar/ 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the default value of ? 

A. APPS_ 

B. APPS_ 

C. _ 

D. _ 

E. APPS_ 

Correct Answer: D 
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